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Many companies have been using standard drum for bulk transport which in todayâ€™s world is not very
safe. New products have been brought in the markets which are much safer and easier to use and
have their own advantage. One such product is IBC tank or intermediate bulk container tanks.
These tanks and containers have every advantage that a perfect container can have over the
standard drums. Whether its disposal concerns, product loss, labour cost Liability issues or shipping
costs, these IBC are the best in every aspect. With time, many people and companies understand
its importance and are using them.

Below enlisted are the various reasons and advantages that these IBC tank have:

These containers help in saving as well as reducing container costs. One IBC is equal to 10
standard drums. So, by renting or buying one, you save the money and space of the other 10
general drums.

Standard drums require pallets, 3 to 4 way of fork channels are present in these containers hence
there is no need of pallets any more.

Due to all these the time spent on ten drums is not required. One drum does the work of ten hence
saving labour time and also labour cost.

Product loss is cut to 96%. Fewer containers offer less but good drainage system. This helps in
cutting the product loss which happens in many containers.

Disposing IBCâ€™s are much easier than standard drums. Even cleaning them does not require much
effort and time.

These tanks and containers are environment friendly, hence using them or dumping those does not
creates any harm to the environment.

It is clearly understood that these tanks and containers are much more effective and efficient in all
different ways. Use these tanks to cut off filling and handling time and also to increase operational
efficiency.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a IBC, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to find
the a IBC tank!
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